New: Oracle BI Publisher 11g Release 11.1.1.6 is available!
With great new features …
For End Users
More Data in Interactive Reports
Blazingly fast interactive output with up to a million
records in memory. 11.1.1.6 includes a new engine for
interactive output that dramatically reduces memory
consumption. This new engine can handle a million
rows of data -- all in memory -- for incredibly fast
response time as you click and filter the data in your
interactive report.

Manage your Favorites
We may not want to admit it but, everyone has their
favorites. No more navigating through multiple folders
to get the information you need most often. Now you
can put your favorite reports directly on the home page
so that they are always available as soon as you sign in.

Scheduled Job Enhancements
Imagine you need to run the weekly new employee
report only if someone was hired in the previous week.
With 11.1.1.6 you can create jobs that conditionally
execute based on the results of a trigger. Did you ever
need to include someone new on report distribution
after you scheduled the job? Want to reuse a custom
recurrence calendar? With Edit Job, you can.

Enhanced E-Business Suite Support
BI Publisher extends support for Oracle E-Business
Suite’s data level security to include multi-org
implementations. Choose your responsibility and
organization on the fly. Use BI Publisher 11g to view,
manage, and deliver reports against E-Business Suite
data and join and aggregate with data from other data
sources. Utilities are also available to help you convert
from Oracle Reports and upgrade to BI Publisher 11g.

For Report Authors
Making the simple easy
New guided workflow makes simple reports easy to
create. And it is flexible so you can jump out at any
point. First time and casual users will breeze through
the process of creating a new report. As their experience
grows they may choose to jump out of the flow and go
directly to the powerful report editor instead of being
guided.

Enhanced Parameters and LOVs
Enhanced parameters put you in control and offer
choice to your end users. Control where and how to
display parameters to report consumers – along the top
or the side of the report or in a separate page or dialog.
When deployed on a high performance server like
Exalytics, hide the Apply button for instantaneous query
execution as parameter values change. End users will
appreciate the ease of use with check boxes, radio
buttons and search as well as being able to hide
parameters and see more of their report data.

Preserve HTML Formatting
Sometimes data throws you a curve ball – like HTML
formatted text. No one wants to see raw HTML tags in
their report. Further, you want to preserve that
formatting. BI Publisher 11.1.1.6 provides a function to
automatically handle and preserve HTML tag formatting
in data so your report looks good.

PDF/A and PDF/X Support
When is PDF not good enough? Organizations
increasingly need to generate specific output formats
such as PDF/A for ISO archival requirements or PDF/X for
output to high speed printers. BI Publisher 11.1.1.6
supports both giving you greater options to meet your
organizational needs.

For Administrators

Authentication & Authorization Flexibility
As organizations grow, especially through acquisition, IT
infrastructure can get increasingly more sophisticated.
11.1.1.6 of BI Publisher empowers Administrators to
keep up with changes in infrastructure by enabling you
to independently configure identity and access
management servers for authentication and
authorization. From the simple to the sophisticated, you
reporting infrastructure can match your security
infrastructure.

Want to learn more about BI Publisher?
Follow us @bipublisher for our latest news, inside scoop,
or tweet us your feedback!
Connect with other BI Publisher professionals!
Find How-to and solutions over 500 articles!
Subscribe our channel and check our introduction and
How-to videos!
Ask any question you have and get answered at our
Discussion Forum!

